SUPPLEMENTARY FINAL RESULT:

Date of issue of Result: 11.06.2012

SECTION ENGINEER (SIGNAL) CAT.22
SECTION ENGINEER (TELE) CAT.23
SECTION ENGINEER (WORKSHOP) CAT.24

GRADE: Rs.6500-10500 (RSRP of Vth Pay Commission) since revised.

On the basis of written examination held on 05.10.2008, and verification held on 26.03.2012 and on 13.04.2012 for the above mentioned posts, the candidature of following Roll No. is cancelled as he do not possess prescribed educational qualification at the time of applying.

|
| 24081224000160 | TOTAL - 01 |

While every care has been taken in preparing the result, the Railway Recruitment Board reserves the right to rectify errors and omissions if any.
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